Beyond Advanced Visualization
Since 1998, Ziosoft has provided cutting-edge advanced visualization
and analysis solutions to health professionals throughout the world.
As a recognized leader in the field, Ziosoft is committed to bringing
innovation to the dynamic world of medical imaging, addressing the
ever-evolving and complex needs of scientific research and healthcare.
•
•
•
•
•
•
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AI enabled functionality
Unsurpassed 3D/4D visualization
3D printing enabled
Innovative technology – quantitative, qualitative
Modality vendor/hardware neutral
Enterprise-wide, multi-modality software solution
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Pioneering Advanced Visualization
The medical community lives in a challenging world filled with
vast image data sets produced by a wide array of digital imaging
modalities. Thousands of images per patient bring greaterdiagnostic
capabilities, but also give rise to complex, time-consuming image
analysis and management needs. This is creating a far greater
need for more accurate and efficient solutions as 3D advanced
visualization alone becomes less sufficient.
User needs for advanced visualization and analysis have changed
over the past decade and Ziosoft addresses these changing needs
by providing clinicians access to tools based on transformational
technology which removes the barriers of accessibility while
maintaining performance and image integrity.
Ziosoft is a recognized leader in functional visualization and
analysis software to benefit physicians, patients and healthcare
specialists. Ziosoft’s true vendor-neutral and multi-modality
advanced visualization technology platform is helping patients
and clinicians every day, by enabling greater diagnostic
confidence, lower dose options, and precision in surgical and
treatment planning.
With thousands of systems installed in sites throughout more
than 30 countries, Ziosoft has provided cutting-edge advanced
visualization and analysis solutions to healthcare professionals
across the globe.
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Experience the Power of Ziosoft
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Visualization
Ziosoft’s platform provides a robust and clinically validated algorithm,
which is driven by both a traditional and new era of machine learning,
unlocking the potentials of artificial intelligence (AI) for efficient and
repeatable outcomes. The company’s flagship Ziostation2 is an economical
and scalable multi-departmental solution. A full suite of regulatory
cleared 2D, 3D, and 4D analytical tools provides consistent functionality
across the enterprise, without compromise.
•
•
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Extraction using anatomical recognition and image recognition
technology reduce time and effort
Ziosoft’s AI components enable such advanced solutions as
automatic calcification scoring in cardiovascular disease, providing
efficient, repeat able outcomes and exceptional quantitative analysis

Explore True 4D Advanced Visualization
Ziosoft offers an unprecedented “real-time” journey through the body
non-invasively, supporting applications such as precise therapy planning
for a wide variety of organ targets – brain, lungs, heart and beyond.
PhyZiodynamics, an advanced 4D processing system, allows the automated registration of DICOM-based modality images into true fidelity 3D
and 4D organ data sets, which can be interactively interrogated throughout the entire structure while either still or in motion. This enables appropriate, actionable outcomes across the patient continuum.
• Proven image noise reduction enabling low dose choice
• Deformable registration motion coherence with multi-data auto
registration
• Dynamic, true fidelity 3D/4D
• “Real-time,” interactive interrogation of ROI – still and in motion
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Scalable, Flexible, Customizable Connectivity
Across the Enterprise
Ziosoft provides a vendor-neutral advanced visualization platform across
multiple imaging modalities. It is also based on architecture that is designed to
grow with the future needs of clinicians. A software solution customizable to
your specific practice, providing superb image quality and functionality.

Experience Ziosoft’s
Unsurpassed AI Technology
and PhyZiodynamics
Allow us to give you a tour of our wide-range of
solutions for your current and future advanced
visualization. Contact us at www.ziosoftinc.com.
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